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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
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project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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quiño
In Ecuador it means hit with the hand closed, punch, smack, horn, slap, punch.  Inflection to quiñar, which has the same
meaning.

quionofilia
Attraction or exaggerated sensation of attraction due to falling snow. 

quiosco
In Colombia it means Ranch, ramada, caney.  By extension called also to a tent or hardware where they sell magazines
or sweets.  Kiosk can also be said.

quiote
It is also called jiote.  In Mexico it is the name given to the stem of the flowers of the maguey or agave.  It's edible. 
Trunk of the agave flowers ( Agave fourcroydes ). 

quipitos
In Colombia it is the name of a sweet or treat, which pleases children.  It is essentially sugary milk powder. 

quirica
In Colombia chirica, kirica or quica means small.  It's one of calling a kind of chickens that are very small.  

quiridio
It means leg, leg or limb.  Member that resulted from the processing of fins of marine animals and which by evolution
forms the limbs of quadrupeds or titracds.

quirinal
It means relative to Quirino, the name of a Roman god.  Quirino was also the governor of Syria at the time of the Birth of
Jesus.  Name of one of the seven hills of Rome.  Name of the seat of the Italian government (Palace of Quirinal) or
official residence of the Italian president.  Name of a neighborhood in Bogota. 

quiropraxia inka
Massage therapy with the fingers according to the tradition of the incas.

quiropterapia
I do not think that there is any therapy that is done with bats, therefore it is logical that there is a leftover the first p. 
Chiropro or chiroptera means bat.  With this clarification, I think you are wondering about chiropractic or chiropraxia.  It
means manual therapy, hand-made therapies.  It is a technique to cure ailments especially of the spine; through
hand-executed movements and massages.

quirquincho
It is one of the most popular common names of a placental mammal of the Order Cingulata, in several countries such as
Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia and Peru.  It belongs to the family Dasypodidae.  They receive other common names
such as mulita, tatú, peludo, cachicamo, jerrejerre, gurre, cueche, piche, carachupa, cuzuco.  It has an armor of plates. 



quirúrgico
Concerning surgery.  It belongs, to surgery, which is used in it.  Also by extension it means precise, millimeter, exact. 

quiscal
It is one of the common names of a bird of glossy black plumage.  It is also called zanate, black thrush, common thrush
or llanero thrush.  It belongs to the family Icteridae.  Genus Quiscalus .  The scientific name of the most common
species is Quiscalus lugubris.  It is also the common name in Chile of a plant of the Bromeliaceae family and the genus
Greigia.  It is also often referred to as a pacifier.  Its scientific name is Greigia sphacelata.  It is used to flavor liqueurs
and the fruit is edible.  It is an endemic plant of Chile.  

quiscalus
It is the name of a genus of birds very common in the Caribbean, Central and South America.  They are usually called
zanates, clarineros, tordos, changas, machangas, chinchilines.  They belong to the family Icteriidae .  They are also
often called hashish or mozambican.  There is still serious discussion among several authors about its meaning: some
say it comes from quisquilla (i.e. insignificant dispute) or from Quisqueya, which was the ancient name that the
Caribbeans gave to the present territory of the Dominican Republic.

quishtán
It is a type of mexican endemic plant.  Its scientific name is Solanum wendlandii.  It is also known as Solanum
tlacotalpense or mazatenangense.  It is used as a seasoning.

quishua palabra chirisiqui
It means naked child. I empeloto. Comes from the roots quechuas chiri ( child, small, bus ) and siqui ( tail, buttock,
buttock, poto.

quispe
Quispe is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Quispe." being its meaning:<br>It is a surname of quechua origin,
although it is common in Peru, Ecuador and southern Colombia. It has as meaning that reflects light, which is bright,
clear, translucent or transparent.

quiste
It is a small membranous bag of anomalous origin that forms inside a tissue and inside can be liquids or semisolids of
different conditions.  It is also a small SAC that contains within it some body in a State of dormancy, usually larvae of
parasites.

quitaesmalte
It is the name ladies give to a chemical, usually acetone, which is used to remove nail paint, commonly called enamel. 
In Colombia it is also called remover. 

quitagrapas
It's the same as hookscrew.  Office element that is used to remove hooks or staples. 

quitar el habla
It means be quiet.  Silence.



quitarse el habla
In Colombia, " Remove speech " It means stop talk, taking off the friendship, deny you the greeting. Ignore the other
person.

quite
It's an inflection to remove.  It means to set aside, snatch, strip, remove, separate.  It can also mean removing,
extracting, suppressing, obstructing.  In sports, a player's defensive movement.  In Colombia avoid, ignore, avoid,
dodge.  Obstruction. 

quito
In the Tsafiki language of the Red Indians, it means half of the land or half of the world.  It also refers to a mythical
turtledove from that Ecuadorian region.  Capital of the Republic of Ecuador and whose official name is San Francisco de
Quito.  Quirtar inflection, which means to separate, set aside, withdraw. 

quitosano
It's the name of a biopolymer.  It is also called chitosan (coraza ).  It is used as a fungicide.  It is extracted from the chitin
of some crustaceans.  It also has medicinal uses.

quiyaya
In Peru Quiyaya is a native and indigenous dance in which the dancers wear enough bells and ribbons.  rattle, rattle.

quiz
In student slang it means exam, previous, test.  It is usually a short exam. 

quílice
It is a word of Greek origin that means Cup.  It is also called Kylix, kylix or swash.  It was a sort of tray, Bowl or fruit.  It
was another of many ceramic vessels used by the ancient Greeks.

qullana
It is a brand of natural organic products taken from the Peruvian Andes. It is the word Qullana Aymara language and
means " that cures " healer, physician, healer.

qumrán
Name of a Valley in the Judean Desert.  It is located on the western coast of the Dead Sea.  It was an important
Estonian settlement at the time of the reign of John Hircano I. 

quo vadis
It is a Latin phrase which means where you going?.  The name of one of the most famous films that occurs during Holy
week.  It was filmed in 1951.  In Quo Vadis, Peter Ustinov played the role of Nero and was nominated for an Oscar for
this role.  Name of novel of Henryk Sienkiewicz, Polish writer who won the fifth Nobel Prize for literature.

qüenco
The correct term is bowl.  You mean vessel, container.  It is used to serve or contain liquids. 



raba
It is one of the common names that receives a vegetable that is widely used in salads.  It is also usually called cabbage,
cabbage, nabo, white horse.  Its scientific name is Brassica rapa ( var .  rapa).  It belongs to the brassicaceae family.  It's
very nutritious. 

rabanito
They are a plant food, especially its root. Its scientific name is Raphanus sativus and the family of cabbage and broccoli
( Brassicaceae ). It also receives the names of radish and Daikon.

rabdo
Rabdo is a Greek prefix meaning grooved, with stretch marks.

rabdomiolisis
It is a term used in medicine.  It is usually a generalized breakdown of muscle tissue caused by trauma, crushing,
exaggerated overexertion or excessive cold.  It is caused by the excessive arrival of the protein called myoglobin into the
bloodstream. 

rabel
It is the name of a musical instrument in Avila, Toledo and Extremadura (Spain).  It is also called arrabel and is similar to
the violin. 

rabia
Bad temper, irritability.  In Colombia it is synonymous with fury, anger, anger, irritation, rage, bravura, anger, anger,
courage.  It is also a zoonosis, also known as hydrophobia.

rabieta
In Colombia is a demonstration of disgust, almost always unreasonable and rude attitude.  Anger, anger, rage, anger,
tantrum, temper tantrum.

rabietero
Person's constant tantrums.  A person who is very impatient and gets angry easily.  The rabietero lost the Stirrups with
ease.

rabipelado
It is one of the common names given in Colombia to the possum.  It also gets the names runcho, fara , chucha ,
tlacuache .  Its scientific name is Didelphis marsupialis.  It belongs to the family Didelphidae .

rabirrubia
It means yellow tail.  it is the common name of a fish of scientific name Ocyurus chrysurus and belongs to the family
Lutjanidae.  They are also known as pagros snappers, pargros, huachinangos.

rabo
In Colombia it means tail, buttocks, buttocks.  back, ass (less used and is considered offensive).  Trophy in bullfighting
to a good work.  It can also mean peduncle.  Appendix, corner, petiole.



rabo de ají
In Colombia it is a very venomous snake in the family Elapidae.  It is also named coral or coralillo.  They are very striking
colors and in the form of yellow, red and black rings.  They are only found in the tropics.  They are from the genus
Micrurus.

rabo de zorro
It is the generic and common name for some 25 species of grass plants in the family Poaceae.  The genus name is
Alopecurus, from the Greek roots alopes ( fox) and ourus (tail), which defines that : fox tail.  It receives other common
names, such as: red grass, donkey straw, red straw, fox tail.  It is also called fox tail, toad or man beards to another
genus of the same family Poaceae, which is the Andropogon, also called Schizachyrium.

rabona
Play soccer which consists of thrashing the ball with the heel and forward over the head.  In Colombia we also say
Bunny.

rabones
In Colombia and especially in the Department of Tolima, bad losers.  People who do not sportingly recognize the
superiority of their rival.  Plural of rabón .  Coletos. 

rabón
In Colombia it means poor sport.  person who grudge with someone who has won it cleanly.  Resentful, disgusted, rabid,
spiteful, coleto.  It also means large, nalgón, oxtail caderon, culón.

rabuche
In Spain, is a surname mostly of Las Palmas.  Rabuche Ravi is the name of a construction company in Las Palmas.

raccord
It is a word of French language which means washer or connection.  It is more appropriate to use brackets in Spanish
(gallicism).  It means washer or metallic thread which is used in the Assembly of tubes.

racer
It is an English word meaning runner, who participates in a race, competitor. 

racero
Racero is a term used in animal genetics to determine a specimen of good genetic conditions, good phenotype.  It
means that it is very good for (race) fight and is very good as a player.   Pimp, Stallion, player.

racha
In Colombia we use as a synonym chain, seguidilla, blast, blow, wind, stage, period, time, time.

rachele
Rachele is a woman's name, Italian version of Rachel.  It is biblical or Hebrew in origin and means the lamb or the Lamb
of God.



rachele-
Rachele is a woman's name, Italian version of Rachel.  It is of biblical or Hebrew origin and means the sheep or lamb of
God.  Name of an asteroid 674. 

racia
In Colombia we say raids or roundups.  They are collective arrests of people for being undocumented or have pending
police.  They carried out surprisingly in public places.

racing
Name of several football teams, including Racing de Santander in Spain and Racing de Avellaneda in Argentina.  In
Ibagué there is also an amateur football team with the same name. 

racor
It is a word of French origin (raccord).  Does it refer to a metal part with or without? Internal threads in the reverse
direction, which are used to join pipes. 

racó
It is the name of the place where the members of a bonfire meet during the festivities of San Juan in Alicante

rada
In Colombia it means Bay or Cove.  Entrance from the sea on the land.  Colombia is also a surname of Spanish origin. 
Antonio "Toño" Rada was a Colombian footballer who played in the World Cup Chile 1962.

radical
It means root-related.  It means firm, original, incolumn, fundamental, main.  Primordial.  Person clinging to their beliefs
or principles.  It can also mean uncompromising, extremist, revolutionary, sharp, energetic, drastic.  He is the person
faithful to the rules or principles, who does not give in.

radicalista
That practice radicalism.  A person who seeks to root or deep changes.  Means right-wing extremist, radical, fanatical,
uncompromising, drastic, blunt, revolutionary, reformist.

radicalmente
Manerra or radical form.  It means that it has firmness, originality, immobility, foundation, principles.  Clinging to beliefs,
norms or principles.  It can also mean with intransigence, extreme, excessive, revolutionary, blunt, energetic, drastic. 
Take in a faithful, strict, adhered to the rules or principles, which is not given.

radicarse
It means to go to live permanently to a place.  It means rooting, settling, staying, living.

radicular
Which is typical of the roots.  It relates to the roots.

radien



It means emitting, radiating, glowing, radiating, transmitting, disseminating, disclosing.

radilopatía
radilopatia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Radiculopathy" being its meaning:<br>Very likely they wanted
to tell Radiculopathy. If so they make reference to the sciatica, low back pain. Irritation or impingement of the sciatic
nerve. It is characterized by severe pain that can range from the buttock or butt to the leg.

radio
Geom.  Equivalent to medium diameter measured radio.  Distance between the Center and the edge of the
circumference.  Anat.  Bone of the forearm, is shorter than the ulna.  Quim.  Radio is the name of a chemical element, its
symbol is Ra and atomic number is 88.  It is immaculate white and is radioactive.  Com.  Apocope of broadcasting
(means of communication that uses waves Hertzianas) and receiver (receiver of broadcasting, apparatus by which we
receive spoken emissions).   In engineering it also means curvature.  In cycling, radio is a thin metal rod that will the
pinion wheel Rhine.

radio bemba
"Radio Bemba" is a colloquial way in Colombia to designate a very gossipy person or the same action of gossip. 
Intrigue, slander, entangle, gossip, soften.

radio pasillo
It means rumor, gossip, corridor or corridor story.  Gossip, gossip or gossip. 

radio patrulla
Previously police vehicles or patrols equipped with radiotelephone.  In Colombia it is a type of vehicle used by the Police
to transport detainees and in displacements to attend complaints from the community.  Now it is more common to call
them patrols. 

radiocentro
In terms of broadcasting in is where the broadcast booths of a station are located or where journalists or broadcasters
are broadcasting the signal.  It is usually distant from where the transmission antennas are. 

radiocollar
It is a collar-shaped element, which emits radio signals.  It is usually used to mark and track wild animals, as it allows
you to know their travels and resting sites.   . 

radiola
In Colombia told a person who speaks a lot and nonstop radiola.  Radio with furniture which are placed coins to listen to
music that is selected previously.  Radiola is also a television channel presenting popular music and videos of singers
performers of this same kind of music.  Chatty, talkative, loquacious, charlatan, carretudo.

radiología
Science or branch of medicine that is responsible for the study and practice of testing through the application of different
types of radiation (x-ray application x.)  gamma, laser, etc).  Also used as a synonym for x-ray by some people.

radiopatrulla



In Colombia it is in the name that is given to a vehicle at the service of the police force and that has radio communication
with its stations, with other police and with other vehicles of the same class.  Patrol. 

radioperiodista
Radio journalist.  Communicator working in broadcasting.  Speaker.  Spoken print journalist.

raete
In Medicine is a type of test used to detect partial deafness.  Electrodes are used.  It is also called auditory evoked,
brainstem auditory response test, evoked brainstem auditory response test or RATE test. 

rafagas
The correct term is bursts, always with tilde.  It means by waves, it is repeated in the same way several times.  Streaks,
follows.  Strong wind blow on several occasions and with force.  Vents, blows, gales.  Repetitive shots with the same
weapon.

rafez
You want to say vile, despicable, of little value, inane, insignificant, loose.

rafhaela
It is one of the variants of Raphaela or Rafaela.  It is a name of woman of Hebrew origin and means the medicine of
God.  It's the name of an Asteroid.  Rafaela, without the h, is the name of a city in Argentina, of the Province of Santa
Fe. 

rafting
It is an Anglicism.  It is a sport or recreational activity that consists of the descent in inflatable boats through turbulent
waters.  It can also be called balsism. 

raga
It is a way of pressing a string instrument consisting of ringing in string various shades.  Scratched on a string
instrument.  It's typical of India.  It means color.

ragia
It is a suffix that means water, spill, sprout, manar ( To form the words you must type rragis, with double rr ). Resin
producing conifers.

rai
It is the acronym for Radio and Television Italian.  It is a Hindu surname. Last name of Aishwarya Rai, beautiful model
and actress of India, who was Miss world in 1994.  Apocope of Raimundo male name.

raices
The correct term is estate.  Place where they come from.  It means origins, origins, cots, ancestries, homelands, strains,
lineages, families.

raigambre



Quality or ancestral heritage.  It means ancestry, abolengo, alcurnia, origin, root, strain, lineage, trunk, origin, lineage,
pedigree, cot, house.  Set of qualities and traits that identify a good origin.  Breed.

raimi
Raimi is an American surname. Surname of Sam Raimi, screenwriter, director and producer. Famous for the address of
the first trilogy of Spider-Man at the beginning of the 21st century.

raisins
You mean raisins, raisins.

raja
Slash inflection.  It means cracking, hender, split, open, crack, hendir.  In several countries it means bragging, bragging. 
In Colombia it means to speak ill of someone, discredit, denigrate, defame, smear, criticize.  Cleft, crack, crack, slit, slit,
slit, crack.  In Mexico and Cuba cracking or cracking is giving up, leaving, running away.  Raja can also be synonymous
with slice, slice, slice.  Vulgar, vagina, female sexual organ.

rajaleña
It is one of the typical musical rhythms of the Departments of Tolima and Huila, which is accompanied by humorous
couplets of everyday themes.  It is a variety of bambuco that is interpreted with tiple.  Typical dance of Tolima and Huila.
 It refers to slitting of others, gossiping, telling gossip.  Usually criticisms of the government are made or gossip is told
about the people. 

rajaleña
It is one of the typical musical rhythms of the Departments of Tolima and Huila, which is accompanied by humorous
couplets of everyday themes.  It is a variety of bambuco that is interpreted with tiple.  Typical dance of Tolima and Huila.
 It refers to slitting of others, gossiping, telling gossip.  Usually criticisms of the government are made or gossip is told
about the people. 

rajarse
In Mexico, it means to be unfulfilled.  In Colombia means to reverse something that had already been accepted (vulgarly
patrasearse).  It is also to miss an opportunity or a test, not to pass a test in the studies.

rajón
It can be considered synonymous with gossip, liar, trickster, Cotillero.  In Mexico it means coward.  In Salvador it means
Roughneck, Perdonavidas.  It is also a kind of building material in the form of stone slabs or cracked stone.  Its size can
vary between 20 and 30 centimeters.

rajúo
It's the same as slash.  In Colombia and especially on the Atlantic Coast it means that it tends to crack, it cracks easily. 
Most of all it is used to refer to a poor quality wood and that cracks easily.  It cracks when it dries.

raki
It is the name of an aniseed liqueur of Turkish origin.  It is used as an appetizer.

ralea



In Colombia in a derogatory way person of the common, common, mob, village.  Person without class, who lacks
alcurinia or lineage.  Race, caste, quality, species.

raleigh
It is the name of a U.S. city, which is capital of the state of North Carolina.  Last name of an English sailor who
popularized tobacco in Europe.  His name was Walter Raleigh.

ralentizar
It means something slow, slow return movement or the development of a process.  Operation turtle is a form of slow
down activity.  Go slow, delaying the completion of an activity.  Slow down, slow down.

ralita
It is a diminutive of sparse.  Means short (cortiça), spaced, scattered, small, unpopulated, clara, worn.

ralladera
Bit of kitchen which is used for grating.  Grater.

rallado
It means crumbled, pulverized, sanding.  It also means upset, annoyed, angry.  It is an inflection of shredding, means
spraying, sanding, shred, teasing, angry, disturbing.

rallina
It means with rail or bar.  It is a genus of birds in the family Rallidae.   They are called ralos, scrapes or chicks.  It is
found in Southeast Asia, Melanesia, and Australia.

rallo
It is a kitchen implement, which is used to grate or crumble some vegetables especially to make salads.  It is also called
grater.  It is an inflection of grating that means crumbling, sanding, spraying.  Lightning, with y, is an atmospheric
phenomenon that corresponds to the electric shock that precedes thunder.  It is also inflection of scratching, which
means making unordered strokes, making stripes. 

ralló
It's an inflection to grate.  It means file, crumble, spray.  Reduce to smoothing with a grallo or grater. 

rallus
It means rail, bar.  It may refer to the long bill or long legs.  It is the name of a genus of birds in the family Rallidae.  They
are known as rascons or rascones.  They are found in all lake or swamp areas almost all over the world.

rama
The name given to each of the divisions or bifurations of the trunk of a plant.  It means stem, wedge, rod, stem, shoot. 
Branch, fork, subdivision, bypass, deviations from a road.  That is part of a larger or main structure. 

ramadal
ramadal is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Ramadán" being its meaning:<br>There is the possibility that



are asking for Ramadan. It's the ninth lunar month of the year for the Muslims, it is a time of rigorous fasting.

ramadon
I think they're asking about Ramadan.  If so, it is the name of the ninth month of the Muslim calendar.  The next one will
be between April 23 and May 23, 2020.  It is the month of daily fasting during the hours of sunshine.

ramaje
In Colombia set of branches that has a tree or forest.  Fronde, foliage, thicket.  All the foliage of a tree, or of the trees of
a forest.  Branches, branches, forest, forest, brush, woodland. 

ramales
Derivations or parts that start from a main line of a road, a mine, a canal, a channel or a mountain range. Part or division
of a master. Each one of the corporals that pleitas, strings, ropes and braids are made up. A rigging of a boat mooring.

ramazón
In Colombia set of branches that has a tree.  Fronde, foliage, thicket.  All the foliage of a tree, or of the trees of a forest. 
Branches, branches, foliage, forest, forest, thicket, brush. 

rambar
In the Atlantic Coast of Colombia it means to peel, shave, motilar.  Cut the hair completely. 

rambo
You mean tough man, very strong man.  Saga of films starring Sylvester Stallone.  Last name of the protagonist of the
Saga starring Sylvester Stallone (the full name of the fictional character is John James Rambo).

rambután
In Colombia it is the name of a tropical tree and its fruits.  It is also called achiotillo, Chinese sucker or licha.  Its scientific
name is Nephelium lappaceum and belongs to the family Sapindaceae.

ramen
It is the name of a typical dish of noodles of Chinese origin.  It has been adapted in several countries of the Far East, but
especially in Japan. 

ramequin
You can also use ramking.  It is a term of French origin, meaning casserole.  Designates a type of round vessel or
vessel, flat-bottomed, high edges.  Serves to serve in replacement of dishes.  It usually lacks handles.

ramera
It means prostitute, fufurufa, grisaux, Fox.

ramero
A set of branches, foliage.  A person who handles the rame in a factory of textiles (finishes on fabrics).  It can also mean
promiscuous, womanizing, tenorio, dandy, rake, lap.



ramésida
It is the name of an era or period of the ancient Egypt, between the years 1295-1186 to.  (C).  It is also known as the
new empire and in which they ruled the nineteenth and twentieth dynasties.  .  He achieved a great development.  SETI
and Ramses, were Pharaohs of this period.

ramillete
It is a diminutive or a disparaging of bouquet.  Small bouquet.  Means joint or group of something, usually of people,
fruits or flowers.

ramirense
It means relating to Ramiro, related to Ramiro.  It is the name of a stage of Asturian art, of great splendor.  It manifested
itself in painting, goldsmithing or above all in architecture.  In it is adopted the square floor or Greek Cross. 

ramismo
Concerning Petrus Ramus a French Huguenot.  It is essentially a collection of theories on rhetoric, logic and pedagogy
based on his teachings. 

ramita
Diminutive of Rama.  Small branch.  Small rod or wedge.

ramona
Ramona is incorrectly written and it should be written as Ramona ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Ramona ( 41 own name;.  It is a name of Germanic origin woman and means the counselor.  It is the spouse of
Pancho in the comic strips.

ramota
In Germany it is a surname.  Last name of a German handball player, named Christian Ramota.  I played as a goalie. 
Branch Augmentative , Large Branch .

ramón
It is an augmentative of branch.  It means large branch, ramota ramaza.  It is a name of Germanic origin male and want
to tell the guard, which protects.  It is the name of a mountain in the South of Israel and of a Crater in the same sector of
the Negev desert.

rampante
It means that it climbs, climbs or climbs easily.  You go up the ramp without tripping.  It advances without stopping at
anything.  In Colombia we use it as a synonym for decided, which acts without being affected by adversity or obstacles. 
It can also mean unscrupulous.

rampar
It means climbing, rising, getting up, climbing, jumping or preparing to give them.  Attack attitude of the beasts.  Gain
momentum or lean hard to attack or jump.  Contracting the muscles of the limbs to jump. 

ramphastos
It means a large beak, possessing a large beak.  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family



Ramphastidae.  In Colombia we know them as toucans, diotheses or Diostedes.

ramphocaenus
It means strange beak.  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Polioptilidae.  We know them as picudo
sotelito, picudo soterillo, jumper, hunting and picuda warbler.  In Honduras they call it piquilargo or piquilarga nun, in
Ecuador piquilargo.

ramphocelus
It means concave or hollow bill.  It is the name of a genus of birds that belongs to the family Thraupidae.  They are
characterized by having very colorful lower jaws.  They are american-specific and are given the common names of
tangaras.

ramphomicron
It means very small or very short beak.  It is the name of a genus of birds in the family Trochilidae.  In Colombia we
know them as piquicortos hummingbirds, small tucuste, tuna beak or thorn beak.

ramphotrigon
It means triangular beak, triangle-shaped peak.  It is a genus of birds in the family Tyrannidae.  They are known as
picocortos, piquicortos, pico flats or picoplanos.  There are three species and all are found in Colombia.

ramplón
In Colombia it means ordinary, coarse, very bad taste, rustic, rough, wildebeest, chambón, vulgar.  Very poor quality
footwear. 

ramsayornis
It means stubborn or persistent bird.  They refer to the way they eat.  They are known as honeyeas.  They belong to the
Meliphagidae family.  They are only found in New Guinea.

ramses
It is a male name, is of egiocio origin and means son of Ra, son of the Sun.  Name of Pharaohs.

ranada
It means trick, trick, mischief, trap.  In Colombia session or time dedicated to the game of frog. 

ranchado
In Colombia it is an inflection of ranchar is.  Means not to yield to nothing, sit still, static, stationary.

ranchera
A person who lives on a ranch (farm).  Peasant.  A person who attends rancho (food and grocery shop).  Type of song
and Mexican traditional music.

rancheros
Ranch plural .  People who serve on a ranch or sell on a ranch.  Peasants, people who live on a ranch, away from the
city.  Farmers, farmers, ranchers.  People supplying food to soldiers.



rancho
It is an inflection of ranchar is.  In Colombia, it means stand still, refusing to walk or continue.  Stand.  Also means
intransigir, not to give, refuse.  Colombia is also a ramshackle or home just built with wood and palm leaves.   It can also
be party, homemade food field for several people travelling in Group (soldiers or walkers).

rancio
Mean gives flavor and odor.  Old, aviejado, stale, ancient, old, anachronistic, outdated, past, rancioso, fermented, sour,
decayed.

rancios
It means it has an unpleasant or penetrating smell, which smells like moisture.  Smell of a little ventilated atmosphere. 
Flavor that acquires a food or drink that is spoiled.  Plural of stale . 

ranco
It is a Word from the Mapuche language, which means torrents, stormy waters.  It is the name of a river, a lake and a
province in Chile.  It belongs to the Region of rivers and its capital is La Unión.

randy
It is a word in English that means horny, sexually aroused.  It is also a name of Germanic origin male and means shield,
shield against Wolves, counselor.  It is also the family way or diminutive of Randolf or Randolph.

ranfaña
You mean back of the neck.  Nape of the neck.  It means disposing of trash, discard, fishing, species caught in trawling
lacking economic value or which are of smaller size to the commercial in the Colombian Pacific coast.

ranga
In Colombia it means vain, that useless, of poor quality.  It also means gross, awkward, clumsy.  By extension used to
designate a wiry animal or patient.  Taparo, carrango, nag, nag, penco, jaco.

ranger
It's a word from the English language that means Ranger, tramp, Scout.  In the American militia is a special body of the
army dedicated to the surveillance of a defined territory (light infantry of special operations).

rankear
It is to establish a ranking from highest to lowest, according to merits, achievements or a certain score, 

ranquear
It is to establish a classification or list according to a performance or a score obtained.  Sort a rating or listing according
to category or quality.  Set a ranking (or ranking).  Organize according to an order by performance or rating.  Sort or
organize based on a criterion, rating, or score.  Classify by merit.  Sort, sort, qualify, organize. 

ranqueles
It is the name of a town in Argentina in the province of Córdoba (Department of General Roca).  Ranqueles was the
name of an Argentine indigenous people who lived in the pampas.  It was a nomadic people.



ransomware
It means good rescue or rescue information. It is malware for blackmail.

ranson
Ranson or Ranson criteria, are the rule of clinical assessment to determine the severity of pancreatitis. It was devised by
Dr. John HC Ranson of the of New York University.

rante
It is an apocope of torment, which means lazy, lazy, lazy or careless, shameless, cheeky, disheveled. 

ranura
It means crack, crack, crack, crack, crack, slit, slit.  Cracking or separation that appears in a material when it forges or
dries .

rañar
It means rubbing a surface with something rough or sharp.  Scraping, sanding, raer, scratching, scarifying. 

rap
It is a musical genre of African American origin.  The music is monotonous and is sung in an almost spoken way, in a
special jargon and with a lot of rhyme.  Type of cabbage.  In English it is interpreted as the acronym for several special
phrases: Rythm and Poetry, Respect and Peace, Recite a Poem or Revolution, Attitude and Poetry.  The word rap in
English means blow, dry blow, speak, speak beaten. 

rapa
It's another way to call an insect from the Dermaptera Order.  It is also known as tingling, tingling, short or chirato.  It's
also a way to call the olive blossom. 

rapa nui
Name of colonizing ethnicity in Polynesia.  Language spoken by this same people.  Name in native language of Easter
Island that belongs to Chile.  It means Big Island. 

rapaciña
It is a word of Portuguese language ( and in Galician ) that means little girl, little girl, chinita.  It is a feminine diminutive
of Raptor.  How loving of approaching a girl.

rapaciño
It means youngster, lad, boy, little boy.  Young and naughty boy.  It is derogatory and diminutive Bird of prey, which
means boy, girl, boy.

rapado
It can be a snitg inflection, which means to remove it violently.  Start.  Also in Colombia means hairdresser, peeled, bald,
shaved.

rapago



It's more used as a rapago.  It's one of the names of a Gulf of Mexico fish.  It is also known as rabbit fish or sigano. 
belong to the Siganidae family.  Bait.

rapante
is one of the common names of a flat seafish, which lives on the bottoms.  It is also often called turbot or flox. 

rapar
Tusar, calvear, peeling, shaving, shaving the hair completely.  In Colombia it also means snatch or remove violent Lake
that another person has in his hands.

rape
It is an inflection of rapar.  It means shaving, cutting the hair completely, tusar.   In Colombia MONKFISH is the acronym
for Administrative Region of special planning and refers to the Central Region of the country.  Monkfish, with tilde, is the
bite of the tobacco.

rapear
It means interpreting the rap (modern musical rhythm).  Speaking or singing with rhythm and hit.

rapel
It is a technique in mountaineering, by which vertical surfaces can be raised or lowered, using ropes. 

rapero
It means person or singer who performs rap (modern musical rhythm).  Artist who speaks or sings beaten and with
rhythm.  He recites poems to the rhythm of the music. 

rapé
It's a snuff inflection.  It means snuttering, completely cutting the hair, sting.  It is also the name given to the tobacco bite.

raphaela
It is the variant name Rafaela.  It is a name of Hebrew origin woman means medicine of God  It is a variant of Rafaela,
Rafael (or Raphael).

rapidome tiró
rapidome shot is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Rapid threw me." being its meaning:<br>Correctness is "
" quickly pulled me. It means that quickly knocked me to the ground or quickly I shot.

rapiña
Seize or remove using his hand.  It means catch or seize through raponazos, seizing the claws or nails.  Theft, crimen,
plunder, pillage, loot, dam, dispossession.  Catch, seize.

rapiquetear
Repeated sound of bells.



rapitendero
Person who attends a rapitienda (shop or neighborhood mini-market) or person who makes the homes in it.

raponeras
In Colombia are women engaged in stealing in the street with the modality of the crimen (his hand removes victim
belongings and run away).  Usually stolen bags, chains, watches or mobile phones.

raponero
In Colombia is a street thief dedicated to remove, shave or take things to passersby, especially wallets chains, watches
or bracelets.

rapos
Plural of rapo.  It is the name of the root of a turnip is another form gives call turnip (in Italian is rapa), as it is call it rape,
naba, raba, cabbage, white radish.  It is a vegetable whose scientific name is Brassica rapa and belongs to the family
Brassicaceae.

raposa
It is one of the common names given to a medium-sized marsupial, long-tailed and prehensile.  In Colombia it is also
called runcho, rabipelao, chucha or fara.  In Mexico it is called Tlacuache, tacuacín or guazalo.  Its scientific name is
Didelphis marsupialis and it belongs to the Didelphidae family.  It can have up to 20 offspring in a birth.  It is also a way
of calling the common fox. 

rappi
In Colombia it is the name of a home service that is provided by using an application. 

raptos
Accident that deprives the sense. State of hallucination or Ecstasy, arrebato. Obfuscation frantic, sudden and violent
impulse caused by frenzy or uncontrolled passion. Assault, abduction, theft. Be a woman or a person by force.

raquel
It is a woman's name of Hebrew and Biblical origin.  In some countries it is also used by men, such as in Mexico.  It
means "he who governs with good judgment".  For other scholars it means "the sheep of God."   In the Holy Bible, name
of Jacob's wife and mother of Joseph and Benjamin. 

raqueteo
In Colombia colloquially and pejoratively it is a way to call an advance requisition by the authorities to anyone for
security reasons.

raquia
In medicine, it is the application of an anesthetic into the subarachnoid space and it is where the spinal fluid by what is
administered by injection in the back between the vertebrae with a very thin but long needle, it is intended for elderly
patients .

raquina
It is a town in the District of Pucara, province of Huancayo in Peru (Junin Region).



raquis
Central or main part of something.  Skeleton spine.  Axis.  Central part of a pen. 

raquítica
Related to the spine, spine or spinal cord.  Also related to the canon or central axis of a Feather Quill.  very skinny and
thin person.  malnourished, starving, skeletal, unhealthy.

raquítico
Too skinny that bones are you person.  That it lacks muscle.  Suffering from rickets.  In Colombia used as synonym of
thin, fatigued, lean, skeletal, esmirriado, enclenque, squalid, canijo, sick.

rarámuri
It means those who run on foot or those with light feet.  Tarahumara.  Indigenous Mexican settled in the Sierra Madre
Occidental (States of Chihuahua, Sonora and Durango. 

ras
It is synonymous with level.  Balance, equality, pairing.  RAS, is a protein G-monomeric which is located in the
membranes of cells.  It is important in growth factors and cancer.  RAS is also a gene.  RAS is the acronym or
apocopation of"Rats" (cancer of rats, in English).  Colombia RAS is a technical and environmental standard: technical
regulation of the Sector of drinking water and basic sanitation.  It is general aspects of drinking water and basic
sanitation systems.

rasca
In Colombia is synonymous with drunkenness, juma, drunkenness, jartera and jinchera.

rasca cielos
It is better to use the term skyscraper.  It means very tall building, building of many floors. 

rascabuches
Har har har haul person, good for nothing, bum, gandul.  Dark band that sometimes performs in the Chavo del Ocho.

rasgadal
That abound the torn or large windows.  Large windows that allow a lot of light to enter.  It is a type of construction that
has very large windows, .  Very large windows. 

rasgar
It means to break into strips or forcefully a cloth or a paper.  Make shreds.  Smash a cloth or paper by reducing them to
pieces.  It can also mean playing or pressing, when referring to a string instrument as a guitar. 

rasgo
It's a tearing inflection.  It means breaking up.  It can also mean line, stripe, stroke, attribute, property, gesture,
countenance.

rasgos



Plural of trait.  It means stripes, strokes, lines, factions, physiognomy, faces, Countenances.  It can also be gestures,
expressions, qualities, attributes, peculiarities.

raso
It means flat, smooth.  Also of the lower or lower grade.  It is also a type of fabric, which usually has a glossy or glossy
face and the other opaque or deslucida. 

raspa
Herringbone, churuca, guiro or guacharaca is a musical instrument used to play tropical music, has a corrugated surface
that rubbed a wire or trincho.  Turning to scratch.  It means raer, filing, sanding, scrubbing, polishing, rub, scratch, jig,
burn, lacerate.

raspado
It is the same as raspao.  It is a kind of slush or ice cream sold in Colombia in the streets.  It is manufactured by sliding a
metal mould with a cubetica on the block of ice, forming a bit of compacted snow, then the addition of dyes of bright
colors and different flavors.  Some add condensed milk or cream.  Slush, ice cream soft drink.  Scraping, raspao or
chipped, also is the wound that is left on the skin after a fall or slip.  Excoriation.

raspao
It is a kind of slush or ice cream sold in Colombia in the streets. He is manufactured by sliding a metal mould with a
cubetica on the block of ice, forming a bit of snow compacatada, then the addition of dyes of bright colors and different
flavors. Some add condensed milk or cream. Slush, ice cream soft drink. Scraping, raspao or chipped, also is the wound
that is left on the skin after a fall or slip. Excoriation.

raspar la olla
In Colombia it is a very colloquial phrase, which refers to spending every penny, exhausting all resources to finance
something that is necessary or very indispensable.

raspas
It is an inflection of scraping.  It means ripping, escarar, filing, sanding, raer.  also is the plural of herringbone.  Scratch is
a musical instrument of friction, also tends to be called guacharaca, guiro, or oak.

raspon
The correct term is scrape, with tilde.  It means scum, scrape, peel, superficial wound on the skin.  It's also a way to call
it a type of rural hat made with straw.

raspones
In Colombia we say scratches to the abrasions or peelings that occur on the skin after a fall.

rasqueta
A variously shaped utensil, almost always consisting of a sharp plate, plate or sheet and a handle, and used to scrape or
rub certain surfaces.  There are metal and plastic materials.  In Colombia we also call them spatulas.  There are also
some used in printing presses that serve to properly distribute the ink. 

rasquiña



In Colombia it is the same as piquiña, stinging, itching, itching, tingling, itching, itching.  Intense desire to scratch.  It can
also be an intense desire to do everything perfectly.  Trend to perfection. 

rass
It is an acronym used in medicine and stands for Richmond Agitation-Sedation Scale.  It is used to know the degree of
agitation or sedation of a patient.

rastafariar
It is the typical action of the Rastafarian, a philosophical and religious movement of Jamaican origin.  Perform the
activities or follow the customs of the Rastafarian.  To believe that Haile Selassie I was the reincarnation of Jah, to
promote Pan-Africanism, ? the African American, ? Hinduism, ? the Judeo-Christian tradition? and African-rooted
traditions such as the Kumina of the Congo.  In the physical aspect, let the hair grow, curle it and form long braids
(dreadlocks).  Practice Rastafarianism. 

rastas
It is hair tangled and tissue, typical of Rastafarians, braids of hair, hair weaving.  People who retain the fabric and
tangled hair.  Monas.  Rastafarians.

rastreadores
People experts in following traces.  They are dedicated to investigating the sequential process of events from their origin
to the end.  People who follow others or their prey, guided by the footprints. 

rastrero
It means that it crawls on the ground.  It also means low, vile. 

rastrillo
Diminutive of harrow.  A field or gardening tool used to drag leaves and small branches. 

rastro
A footprint or mark left by a person, animal, or thing when stepping on or passing by a place.  Footprint, vestige, mark,
track, clue. 

rastrojal
It is a land full of stubble, weed or undesirable vegetation within a land dedicated to pastures or crops.

rastrojero
In Colombia it is a land covered with weeds or stubble.  Place where vegetation has progressed spontaneously. 
Stubble, mt.  Undesirable vegetation in growing areas. 

rastrojito
It's the diminutive of stubble.  Small stubble.  It is clarified that the meaning of stubble is different from Spain to America,
because in Spain stubble are the residues that remain after the harvest of a cereal and that is usually dedicated to cattle
fodder.  In America, stubble is mountain, weed, undesirable vegetation that comes out on an abandoned or un grown
land.  Affectionate way to call a small estate or plot. 



rastrojo
In Colombia you mean weeds, vegetation that affect crops, monte, charrascal.

rastros
It means footprints, marks, signs.  Plural trail.  It also means clues, samples, that there are small amounts of something
in a substance.  Traces. 

rasurado
It means with makeup, without beard, shaving.  It is an inflection of shaving, shaving.  It means cutting the beard, shave.

rat
It is an English word which means rat, mouse, rodent.  It is also a defector.  It can indicate also kill or hunt, trap rats.

rata
It is a small rodent mammal with an elongated snout and body, a long and flexible tail and ears.  It belongs to the genus
Rattus, of the family Muridae.  One of the seven plagues of Egypt.  It is usually larger than the mouse.  It is usually a
vector of many diseases.  There are many species of rat.  In Colombia a thief is called a rat.  In other countries they call
a rat to a stingy or miser . 

ratada
Set of many rats.  Scessive increase in the wild rat population. 

ratatouille
It is the name of a typical French dish from the Provence region.  It's a vegetable stew.  It is also the name of a film in
which the protagonist is a rat who wants to be a chef.

rateras
In Colombia it means thieves.  Women who commit crimes such as robbery and theft.  Plural of ratera .

raterillo
Diminutive and derogatory of thief, which means thief.   Raterito , thief .  Thief of things of very little value.  Minor thief. 

rateros
Plural of ratero .  In Colombia it means thieves, cacos, kleptomes.

raticida
It is a specific pesticide for eliminating mice. 

ratico
In Colombia it is a widely used term and means short period of time.  Diminutive of time.  Short time, few minutes. 

rato
It means space or short period of time.  Short span of time .  Few minutes.  Lapse, instant, moment, jiffy, tris, streak,



time, pause, tris. 

raton de biblioteca
In Colombia we say library mouse to a very studied person, who is dedicated to research and consult many books. 
Person eager for knowledge.

ratón
Device to facilitate handling of the computers, or computers.  Mouse ( pronounced maus ).  It is a very common rodent
mammal that becomes home pest and vector of many diseases.  There are many species of mouse and abound in
many different environments.  The most common species is the domestic mouse or common mouse.  Its scientific name
is Mus musculus and belongs to the family Muridae.   They are quite prolific.

raudal
Large amount of water flowing very quickly.  Fast, waterfall, waterfall (), throat.  Sequential events that happen in
undramatic and quickly.

raudales cascadas
They are two words that refer to water jumps or a lot of equal or similar elements.  It can also mean, events that occur at
the same time or in track. 

raudamente
The correct term is raudamente ( with tilde ).  It means very fast, hasty.  Quickly, hurriedly.  At high speed.

raudas
It means fast, fast, moving very fast.  Plural of rauda .

raudense
It means natural of Roa, related to Roa (also called Roa del Duero, is a municipality in the province of Burgos, in Spain).
 Name of a sports football club that plays in the Primera División Provincial de Burgos de Castilla y León. 

raudo
It means fast, fast, hasty.   That acts quickly. 

raul
Raul is incorrectly written and should be written as "Raul ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Raul. 
It is a name of male, of French origin and means daring in war, daring.

raúl
It is a male name of French origin and means bold in war, daring in battle. 

ravani
It is a surname of Italian origin.  In Chile, it is the surname of a journalist, whose full name is Pío Eduardo Apolo Ravani
Vergara (or only Eduardo Ravani).



rave
Intense party that is performed with electronic music.  Noisy electronic party . 

raxet
raxet is incorrectly written and should be written as "Rachet or rache." being its meaning:<br>It is a way of saying
Rachet. It is a word of French origin that means on track, hooked and serrated Rack that moves only in one direction. It
is used in mechanics to put nuts more quickly.

raxets
Plural of Raxet.  You mean exhibitionist, showed.  Person who likes to wear branded wardrobe.

raya
Line, trace, trait, brand, tilde, script, list, Fluting, Groove, limit, linde, border.   Generic name of the rajiformes fish or
rayiformes.  They belong to families and are characterized by having large fins, flattened bodies and a Stinger tail.

rayada
It means that it presents stripes, lists or stripes of different colors.  Also it has stretch marks.  In Colombia in a colloquial
way means little rope, crazy.  Mentally affected.

rayado
It means that it has lists, stripes or thin stripes of different colors.  Inflection of scratching, which means making strokes
or stripes.  In Colombia, colloquially means crazy, crazy, unbalanced, little sane.  It can also mean old, sning. 

rayaduras
In Colombia it means studs, amendments, scratches.  It also means Groove, spline or channel formed with a little
pointed on a sheet.

rayajo
Rayon, ugly or poorly made stripe.  stripe contemptuous.  Ugly or draft drawing.  Sketch, sketch. 

rayar y rallar
In Spanish, scratching is making strokes in a messy way, making stripes or studs.  It is made on any surface and with a
pencil, a pen or a crayon.  In some countries it also means offending, disturbing or angering.  Grate, it's crumbling,
spraying, limeing.  It refers above all to the action of crumbling vegetables with a grallo or grater to make salads. 

rayenari
It means sun.  North Tarahumara .  Shining star or luminous star.  It is another way of calling the Tarahumara or
Rarámuri people.  Companion of Metzaka (The Moon). 

rayga
In Santiago de Chile is a company dedicated to the supply and maintenance of machinery and equipment for recycling.

rayo
It is an electrical weather phenomenon.  Luminosity that precedes Thunder.   CENTELLA, spark, glare, lampo, lightning.



rayones
Plural rayon .  In Colombia it means brand made with stripes.  Stripes, lines, or strokes in disarray.  Tachones.  Stripes
or large lines.

rayó
It's a scratch inflection.  It means making messy strokes, making stripes. 

rayón
Strong stroke made on a piece of paper.  I'm tangled.  It is the name given to the first synthetic natural fiber.  Cellulose
Acetate which was also called viscose.  Rayón is the name of several municipalities and municipalities of Mexico (States
of Chapas, Mexico, Michoacán, San Luis de Potosí and Sonora).  It is also a surname of Spanish origin.  Last name of a
Spanish journalist, historian and writer named Fernando Rayón Valpuesta.

rayúo
On the Colombian Atlantic Coast means striped, striped.  It has several stripes of different colors. 

raza
Divisions arising in biology within the same species, according special phenotypic affinities or features ( size, shape,
color of skin, production, origin, etc ) which are mostly transmitted by heredity.  Classes, caste, lineage.

razgo
The correct term is.  It is an inflection of tear.  It means tearing, splitting, hender, open, break.  As noun, feature means
trace, mark, line, stripe or also quality, character, attribute, property, distinctive.  Face, face.

razia
To say surprise assault and collective.  It is a word of French origin and means RAID.  Whipped assault, RAID.

razocicinio
razocicinio is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Reason" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
reasoning. Means reason intelligence, thought, understanding, logic, judgment, reasoning deduction, reflection.

razocinio
The correct term is reasoning. It means reason, intelligence, thought, understanding, logic, judgment, deduction,
reflection.

razón
Human mental capacity, ability to understand or interpret things.  It means reasoning, intelligence, judgment,
understanding.  In Colombia it also means message, announcement, commission, communication, entrust, note,
missive, esquela, letter, reason, cause.

rá
It is more indicated Ra , without tilde .  Sun God of the Egyptians.  God of the origin of life in Egyptian Mythology. 

rábano chino



It is also called Japanese horse, white horse or daikon.  It is a small plant with edible roots.  Its scientific name is
Raphanus sativus and belongs to the family Brassicaceae. 

rábiles
Plural of rabil or rábil .  It is a way of calling light tuna, albacore tuna or yellowfin tuna.  Its scientific name is Thunnus
albacares and it belongs to the family Scombridae.  Reaches large size.  Name given to a radish salad that is prepared
in Japan.  Relative to the tail or tail. 

ráfaga
In Colombia it is a wave of wind strong and untimely.  Also called a sequence of shots with an automatic weapon,
especially a machine gun or an automatic pistol as well.  Faint, fleeting cloud.  Streak, wind, Gale, storm, whirlwind,
seguidilla.

ránula
In veterinary medicine it is the name given to a soft, fluid-filled tumor that forms under the tongue of horses and cattle. 
Carous tumor of cattle. 

ráspano
It is one of the common names given to blueberry and especially to wild blueberry or blueberry.  It is also often called
caramiña, obi, bilberry or murtil.  Its scientific name is Vaccinium myrtillus.  It belongs to the Ericaceae family. 

rcionalidad
The correct term is rationality. It means logic, consistency, reasonableness, good sense, justice, intelligence, humanity.

re mamado
In Colombia it means very tired, very exhausted.  to the verge of fainting, on the edge of forces.  It can also refer to
being very unhappy, annoying to the extreme or very annoyed with someone for their behavior.

reacia
You mean resisting, opposing, contrary.  Rebellious, Remiso, reluctant, stubborn, stubborn,

reacio
Means that it is not in agreement with something, which rejects it or who refuses to do so.  Stubborn, undisciplined,
cautious, rebellious, stubborn, contrary, opposite, reluctantly.

reactor
It means that it reacts.  It is a type of engine that works by expelling gases at high speed and high pressure.  Turbine,
plant, generator, engine.  Type of aircraft that uses this type of engine.  Nuclear power plant or installation. 

real
In Colombia you have other synonyms such as: positive, undeniable, cash, material, tangible, existing, solid, Royal,
imperial, dynastic, princely, palatial, noble.

real audiencia



It was a judicial organ established by the Crown of Castile in its different regions or viceroyalties.  They existed in Spain,
America and even in the Philippines.

realentizar los motores
slow Motors is incorrectly written and should be written as "Slow" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is slowing
down.  It means decrease your speed, slow down it, regulate it.

reales
It is the plural of Royal.  To say specifically, true, natural, real, real, Royal, imperial, monastic, material. tangible, solid
(and many other meanings).

realeza
You want to tell a King family group or set of families of the Kings of different parts.  They have the dignity of a King. 
They are related with Kings.

realiando
It means working hard to get the livelihood.  Working to get a coin (some real ones). 

realizando
It's an inflection to make.  Means to do, execute.  In Colombia it also means to promote, to lower, to finish.  Sell cheaper.

reaño
It means daring, boldness, courage, decision, courage, determination, momentum.  In South America it is a surname of
Spanish origin. In Spain it is a surname.

reasentamiento
Site that is chosen to settle or locate, either temporarily or permanently, large groups of displaced people or refugees.  It
is usually established by the authorities of the place of arrival or reception of migrants. 

reasfaltar
It is to apply a new layer of asphalt on a track.  Rekindle, repair. 

reasignar
It means changing your choice.  Assign again.  It is to replace a chosen one with a new one, due to imponderables. 

rebalse
In the Eastern Plains of Colombia means stagnation or water water, in the turn of a river or a car because of a sudden
increase.  Flooding, waterlogging, growing.

rebanada
It means fish market, slice, slice.  Thin portion of a solid food. 

rebatina



It means rushing things before others do.  Grab objects with haste among several.  Hurry up, eagerness.  Retroom or
re-debate .  

rebatiña
It means pick up things quickly rather than others to do so.  Grab objects with urgency among several.  Hurrying,
eagerness.

rebeca
It is a name of woman of Hebrew and Biblical origin.  It means lovely beauty woman.  Name of Isaac's wife ( Bible). 
Female of the rebeco.  It is a wild goat-like mammalian animal.  It is also called suede, sarrio, isard .  Its scientific name
is Rupicapra rupicapra and belongs to the family Bovidae ( Subfamily Caprinae ).

rebeco
It is one of the names that is suede.  It is the name of an animal of the family of antelopes.  It lives in flocks and very
rugged mountains.  Skin curated from the same animal, with which are made gloves and jackets.  Rupicabra, Antelope,
chamois, suede, sarria.  Its scientific name is Rupicapra rupicapra and belongs to the family Bovidae.

rebekah o rivka
They are two variants in Hebrew language of the female name Rebekah.  It means very beautiful woman, lovely beauty. 
Name of a biblical matriarch, who was the wife of Patriarch Isaac and was the mother of Esau and Jacob.

rebekka
Rebekka is incorrectly written and should be written as "Rebekka or Rebecca." being its meaning:<br>It is one of the
versions of the feminine name Rebecca.  It is of Hebrew origin and biblical.  It has other variants such as Rebecca,
Rebekah and Rivka.  Means very beautiful woman.  In the Bible, Isaac spouse and mother of Esau and Jacob.

rebelde
It means insurgent.  A person who does not obey or who does not accept authority or dominion.  Undomite, stubborn,
disobedient.  indocile.

rebelque mineros
mining rebelque is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Rebenque" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
rebenque.  It refers to a short whip, whip, waistband or whip.  It is an element that is used to punish or fustigar to horses
in a race.

rebember
It is a word of the English language that means remember, remember, remember, remember, commemorate.

rebenque
Name given to a leather strap or whip that was used to punish slave rowers of galleys (galeotes).  Whip or leather strap
that is used to whip up beasts or cattle. 

reblandeciendo
It is inflection of soften. In Colombia means soften, soften, moderate. Soften, stir, excite.



reblujar
reblujar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Rebrujar" as meaning:<br>The term is incorrect. The word is
rebrujar. It is a very Colombian word meaning rummage, squinting, pry, requisitioning, scavenging. It is used to denote
that they are inspected property or belongings of someone, but without your permission, in secret. Inspect on suspicion
of something. Beware.

rebolledo
It refers to the fact that the oak tree has many regrowths.  Full of rebollos (regrowths).  It is a Spanish surname of
Aragonese origin. 

rebollo
It is a Spanish surname of Aragonese origin.  Name given to the regrowth of the branches of the oak tree. 

rebombonar
In some regions of Colombia, it is called cylinder to a cylinder or bottle of gas.  Therefore rebombonar is to refill, fill or
load a cylinder with gas, tank. 

rebosaban
To say that they overflowed, that they were over the edges of the container that contains them, they were watered. It is
an inflection of overflowing. It means spilling, pouring.

rebosante
It means that it exceeds normal capacity, which spills, spreads or waters.  It overflows. 

rebotarse
In Colombia it is synonymous with rage, emberracarse, arrechar be, be very short-tempered.  It is also used to insinuate
a liquid is stirred in its container and begins to leak.  Leak under pressure.  Watered.

rebufo
It is the hot gas, product of the expansion of the air, after an explosion.  It means steam, hot gas, vapour that is
presented around the mouth of a revolver or other weapon, when the shot comes out.  Hot air wake coming out of the
engine's exhosto.

rebujito
It is the name of a homemade cocktail and typical of Andalusia, in Spain.  It is usually prepared with chamomile wine
and a lemon-flavored soda or soda.  You are added yerbabuena leaves.  Some also prepare it with fine wine, almost
always white.

rebujo
Paper wrapping .  Paper ball .  Wrapping or ball made in a desquent way of fibers or strips of fabric.  Endified fibers.  
Yota, ball, ball. 

rebullicio
It means bustle, shouting. 



rebullir
For the Colombian people murmur means intersperse, mix, combine, stir, shake a liquid, roll.

rebus sic stantibus
I adhere to defined by Furoya.  A translation of the Latin phrase can also be considered as "as long as things remain the
same".  In law there is the complete Latin phrase "pacta sunt servanda rebus sic stantibus" whose meaning is "pacts
must be fulfilled, as long as things remain so ( or equal to ).  This means that as long as the initial conditions of a
covenant or contract do not change, they will always have valid, everything must remain the same (intact), does not
deserve additions, changes or others and remain mandatory by the parties involved.

rebuscando
Inflection of scavenging. It means squinting, scrutinize, investigate, pry, search, explore, probe, examine. Colombia is
also working on anything to survive ( Usually is selling jewelry on 41st Street.

rebuscona
Person who is dedicated to the rummaging.  Living in the informal economy.  A person who performs various activities in
order to obtain their livelihood.

rebuscón
It means that it scrawls, scrutinizes, sniothes, investigates, explores or polls.  Also in Colombia in a colloquial way
person who practices the search to survive.  Who does any kind of work to get daily sustenance (usually selling trinkets,
sweets or just asking for money).

rebusque
It is an inflection of scavenging.  It means squinting, scrutinize, investigate, pry, probing, exploring.   In Colombia
informal economy.  Run any type of work in order to receive financial compensation.  Street sales to survive.  do any job
to survive.

rebutear
In computing it is the process of reloading the operating system of a computer.  Derived from the English term reboot .

rebú
In the Dominican Republic it means fight, brawl, brawl, lawsuit, discord. 

recabacion
fundraising is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Profiling" being its meaning:<br>Action and effect of
gathering. Getting a thing wanting with instances or appeals. Request or ask one thing to consider that they are entitled
to it.

recabación
It is the action or effect of collect, means get something desired by appeals. Application or request for one thing to
consider that they are entitled to it.

recado
In Colombia means message, reason, ad, custom, instructed, communication, task, note, letter, note, letter.  It also



means food thick, solid part of the soup or the sancocho, provision, Bastimentos, purchase, picadillo filling, market.

recalcitrante
It means that he reoffends, that he persists, obstinate, stubborn, stubborn, stubborn, reluctant. 

recapacitar
It means thinking, analyzing, reflecting, meditating, considering, reconsidering.  It also means repenting, amending,
correcting. 

recatón
In Colombia it is a herramienrta that is used to break or lift floors.  also used for digging or drilling very hard or rocky soil.
 Barreton.

recauchar
It means placing rubber patches on a rubber or tire.  Patching, reparing or re-channeling.  Cover a tire with a new layer
of rubber, by means of intense heat and addition of sulfur.  vulcanize. 

recazo
It is the name given to the back or part of the knife, opposite the edge. 

recámara
In Colombia it means piece, room, bedroom, bedroom.

recebia
It is not a word of Spanish, but Portuguese.  It is inflection of recever, which means receive.

recelosamente
Carrying something with suspicion, running with mistrust or fear.  With doubt or fear.

recencia
It refers to the most recent, what happened recently. In psychology is a way of explaining how our memory works and
demonstrates that we tend to remember more easily the most recent events or developments. Recent memory.

recental
It is one of the ways to call the breeding of the cow.  It is also called calf, calf, choto, jato, steer. 

receptor
It means the one who receives .  In the medium of radio communications, radio receiver, electronic apparatus by which
stations are tuned and radio signals are received.  In the game of baseball he is the pitcher's partner, who sits behind
the batter.  It is also called catcher or cácher. 

recetear
The correct term is reset, with s.  It is an anglicism (of reset) and mean delete what is established, go back to the original



format or factory.  Reset, reset.

recha
In Mexico it means rejected, relegated, discriminated, lonely.

rechaçadas
Rechacadas is not a word the Spanish language but Portuguese.  It means rejected resisted, repelled, rejected,
slighted, despised, rehusadas.

rechazado
It is a tipping of refuse.  It means to oppose, resist, repelling, deny, deny, discard, refuse, despise.  Not to accept.

rechazarán
It is a tipping of refuse.  You want to say oppose, resist, deny, despise, deny, refuse, snubbing.

rechazarían
It's a turning-up to reject.  It means opposing, repelling, despising, refusing.

rechimba
In Colombia it means very beautiful or wonderful, fantastic, exceptional.

rechinar
In Colombia it means squeaking, making shrill noise.  Sonar, make noise, due to friction or friction of two surfaces. 
Crackle, snap, ring, resonate, squeal, crunch. 

rechincar los dientes
It is an involuntary habit and usually occurs during sleep.  It is usually caused by stress.  Ranger teeth.  It is usually
called bricomania, briquismo or bruxismo.  It causes wear and tear of the denture. 

rechintola
Equivalent to whore or slut.

rechupete
It means very delicious, exquisite.  Of excellent seasoning.  A dish that you want to repeat.

recibian
The correct term is received, with tilde.  It's an inflection to receive.  It means catching, collecting, taking, hosting,
hosting, admitting, accepting.

recibidor
Who receives .  It also means portico, anteroom, entrance, reception.  Part of the house or building that is at the
entrance or entrance. 



recibo de pago
It means Bill, proof of payment.

recicladora
Machine that allows you to convert PET plastic for reuse it. Pelletizer, extruder, recuperadora.

recidiva
It means return, return, restart, relapse, or reappearance.  It is used to primarily indicate relapse in a disease, restart
symptoms.  Upsurge in illness or ailment.

reciente
It means it happened recently.  New, cool, current, modern.

recientes
Plural of recent.  It means it happened a short time ago.  New, fresh, current.

recienvenida
It means he arrived recently, he's just arrived. 

recinto
Enclosed space.  Space delimited by walls or walls.  Stay, local, area, ambient, Salo, classroom, bedroom, closet.

recio
It means thick, sturdy, strong, full of vigour.  It is the name of a river in the Department of Tolima in Colombia.  Type of
music of very loud singer.

recíproco
It means that it benefits parties alike, in the same proportion.  It means equitable, balanced, mutual, bilateral, correlative,
provided.

reclamona
A singing woman who makes many claims.  Person who claims too much, person who protests everything.  That claims
too much. 

reclasificación
It means reclassify.  Change a classification that already existed, by some variant or change in the rules.  Reclassify
action and effect, which means reclassify or sort .  Reorder. 

reclinatorio
It is a piece of furniture specially adapted in the church so the faithful can kneel.  Arrodilladero, hincadero.  Puffed table
to get fennel or rest.

reclusa



You mean arrested, imprisoned, imprisoned.  Woman who lacks freedom.  Woman who pays a sentence in jail.  It is
also the common name of a kind of venomous spider, which is also known as a violinist or corner spider.  Its scientific
name is Loxosceles reclusa and belongs to the family Sicariidae.  . 

recluso
Person incarselada .  It means detainee, person who is in prison paying a sentence.  Captive, prisoner, prisoner,
convicted, convicted, galeote.  Hostage. 

reclusos
People who are deprived of liberty.  People who are in prison charged with a crime.  Detainees, prisoners, prisoners,
captives, prisoners, prisoners, convicts, convicts.

recluta
It's a recruiting inflection.  It means hooking, enlisting, enlisting.  It is synonymous with soldier, enlisted, conscripted,
novice, military.  Military, private.

recoba
It is a surname of Spanish origin (Castile).  Surname of a former Uruguayan footballer, named Álvaro Alexánder Recoba
Rivero.  He was nicknamed El Chino. 

recobroó
recobroo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Recovered" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
regained. It is an inflection of recovering. It means get, have, reconquer, rescue, restore, repair, compensate,
repurchase, improve, heal.

recocha
In Colombia is synonym of joke, joke, joke, joke, joke.  Also is a casual game of football, made 40 open field; potrero ). 
Revelry or party organised on an informal basis and without planning.  Impromptu party.  Jumble, noise, entanglement. 
Informal, is not serious, crazy.

recodo
It is synonym of meander, a haven.  Area of a river where it accumulates sediment loss of speed.  Ford, sinuosity,
oozes, hoya.

recodos
It means curves, deviations.  Plural of recodo .  It's synonymous with meander, backing up.  Area of a river where it
accumulates sediments by losing speed.  Sinuousness, ford, today, overflowing, curve. 

recompensas
It may be turning reward or be the plural of reward and mean Prize, reward, reward.  Reward is rewarding, repay,
compensate, reward.

reconceptualizar
It means change, improve, or update the concepts that have.  Modernize, advance.



reconfigurar
In Colombia it is used to denote change the configuration of some presentation, or changing the order of the figures or
images.  Alter the presentation of screen image well be mobile or computer.

reconfirmar
It means ratify, confirm, corroborate, validate, certify, affirm, reaffirm, approve.

recopilard
recopilard is incorrectly written, and should be written as 'Collect' being its meaning:<br>The correct term is to collect. It
means select, extract, collect, compile, gather, collect, summarize, summarize.

recortadas
Mean cut, that you cut off one end or both to make it shorter.  It means shortened, that ends, pruned, severed,
truncated, removed you mowed.  That you shorten in length.

recortes
Shreds or fabric scraps that remain after the cuts.  Waste remaining after a cut on anything (meat, bread, cloth, metal,
paper, etc.  )  .   Old method of animation.

recostador
In Colombia, a person who wants to live at the expense of others and who does not bear his own expenses is called a
resustor.  Canalero, dripper. 

recova
It is a public place where chickens, eggs and the like are sold.  Poultry.  Purchase of birds and eggs. 

recoveco
Road or trail full of windings, twists and turns.  In Colombia it means bend, labyrinth, hideout, lap, deviation, corner,
rodeo, trickery, evasive.

recóndito
Place very reserved or hidden.  Means hidden, hidden, quiet, arcane, enigma.

recreacionista
person whose activity is recreation.  A person who manages or directs the recreation of others.

recrearse
You want to say leisure, spreading, fun, entertain, relax, play.

recriminado
It is an inflection of reprimand.  It means claim, accuse, blame, censure, reproach, rebuke.

rectitud



Quality of the human being that manifests itself in doing everything correctly, as set out in the rules of the society. 
Straight.  Entirety, rigid, severe, firm, probidez, fairness and equity.

recto
It means it always goes in the same direction or direction.  Moving straight and not deviating.  Don't let it happen.  No
curves or twists.  Correct, complete, fair, impartial, severe, firm, direct, flat, smooth.  In Anatomy, it is the name of the
final part of the large intestine, before the sphincter of the anus.

rectorragia
It is the medical term for denoting the presence of red blood output through the rectum.  Causes may include colon
cancer, colitis or ulcers.  It usually occurs from bleeding in the colon or rectum.  It can be a consequence of hemorrhoids
and usually occurs in the elderly.  It is also often called proctorrhgia.

rectos
Plural of rectum .  It means they always go in the same direction or direction.  They move forward straight ahead and
without straying.  Don't twist them.  No curves or twists.  Correct, honest, fair, impartial, severe, firm, direct, flat, smooth. 
In Anatomy, it is the name of the final part of the large intestine, before the anus sphincter. 

recua
In Colombia is a group of animals, usually horses or mules for load group.  A group of beasts carrying the carrier. 
Arrieraje, horses, unattended.

recuérdame
It's a turning-up to remember.  It means remembering, remembering, longing, reviving.  Name of a ballad by Camilo
Sesto and a bolero played by the Martinez Gil Brothers.

recula
It is an inflection of recoil.  It means backward, reverse, pull back.

reculando
It is an inflection of recoil. Means backward, retire, retract, relent, ceder, waver, patrasearse ( Colombianismo )

recular
Means backward, retire, retract, relent, ceder, waver, patrasearse (Colombianismo).

recuperabilidad
It's the quality of being able to recover.  Degree of recovery greater or lesser from a patient or patient. 

recurrente
To say that he is repeated several times and in the same conditions.  It means that you repeated, repetitive, persistent,
insistent, repeated.

recurse
It is an inflection of recourse. It means use, use, use, please of, appeal, claim, beg, benefit, pretend, litigate, plead, fight,



give up, repeat, reappear.

recursivo
It means person who has the ability to quickly seek solution to problems.  It takes advantage of the resources you have
at your disposal.  It can also mean that it can be repeated and applied multiple times. 

recursos didacticos
educational resources is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Educational resources" being its
meaning:<br>Teaching resources, are those materials or tools that have utility in an educational process. Making use of
an educational resource, an educator can teach a certain subject students. Teaching resources are those teaching or
educational materials that serve as mediators for the development and enrichment of the student, favoring the process
of teaching and learning and facilitating the interpretation of what the teacher has to teach.

recurvirostra
It means with the beak curved backwards.  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Recurvirostridae. 
They are known as storks or avocetas.

red devil
These are two English terms meaning Red Devil.  It is the name of a product that is used to uncover pipes, usually
composed of caustic soda.  It's a registered trademark of a chili sauce.  Very spicy sauce. 

red flag
They are two words of the English language that mean red flag and indicate danger.  It is used on beaches with a heavy
swell or in accidents in motorsport races or motorbikes. 

redada
It means what is contained on a network, which fits or fills a network when it is launched.  Full or full network.  In police
or military operations is to catch or stop in an immersive and unique action, a group of people considered suspicious.

redamarse
It is a way of saying you spilled. Mean spread, spread, odds are.

redar
It means throwing the fishing net.  Tarrayar or atarrayar . 

redaya
It is a type of mesh or net that is used to catch fish.  Fishing net.  Nasa, rigging, traina, almadraba, jabega, atarraya.

redebut
Premiere of a second season.  Restreno.  First performance in a second season either from a film or a play or musical. 

redecuo
I think is that the correct term is readecuo.  It is an inflection of retool.  Means adjust, accommodate, condition, arrange,
organize.



redentor
It is one of the names by which Jesus Christ is known.  Who redeems, emancipates or liberates.  Savior, emancipator,
liberator, Christ. 

redes
Network Plural .  Name given to fishing tackle.  Mesh or fabric of threads or wires .  Name given to forms of mass and
high-tech communication.  It is synonymous with string or internet.  It can also mean ardidory or deception.  Networks
are also said to utility or power distribution pipes.  Surname of a Paraguayan football player from Club Guaraní.  Its full
name is Rodney Redes and it is 20 years old .

redén
Inflection of redar, which means throwing or casting the nets. 

redhead
It means red-headed Vulture, reddish hair.  Colloquially fosforito, red-haired, bermejo, taheno, Irish.

redhead
It is a word in English which means red-headed Vulture, red hair (and colloquially fosforito).  In Peru is a surname. 
Surname of the observer which Japan has in Peru, the Fujimori trial.  Roberto Miguel Redhead Bustamante is called.

redil
Enclosed place where cattle are kept at night.  Corral, aprisco, majada, lockdown.  It is also used as a synonym for herd,
parishion.

redimida
It is an inflection of redeem.  It means save, rescue, release, waive, release, forgive, exonerate, recover.

redimiendo
Turning to redeem. It is synonymous with rescue, save, release, relieve, licensing, exonerate. In Colombia, it means
also charge, change, pay off a debt or a commitment. Redemption.

redireccionar
It means changing the direction, correct the heading.  Figuratively, to change strategy.

redirijo
In Colombia is used to denote a change of direction, correction in the course which was carried.  Change of route. 
Change in the outlines that govern a company.  Change direction of approach, use another way.

redoble
Action or effect of redoubling.  It means playing or groping the drum with the chopsticks.  Mother-of-pearl .  Increase the
effort or multiply by two. 

redoblo
It is an inflection of redouble. It means playing the drum with sticks firmly, alive and sustained. Occurs when the touch



quickly sticks.

redoma
In the laboratories of chemistry is a flared glass container.  Blister, carafe, flask, flask.  In Venezuela it is via circular
flow, which conclude several ways.  It is a synonym of roundabout, roundabout and also of kiosk, caney, Pavilion.

redonda
It means it's wheel-shaped, circular, annular.  It is also synonymous with spherical, ball, ball.  Closed curved line.  As an
adjective, it can also mean clear, complete, round, perfect.

redován
Redován is the name of a Spanish municipality located in the South of Alicante. It belongs to the region of Valencia.

redrada
It is an inflection of redrar.  It means clean up, strengthen, or ensure the repair of damage compensation.  Healthy,
anchored, secured.

redrojos
In Colombia are said to redrojos pigs too skinny or weaklings.  Bony, skinny, matter, birrias, encuchimizados.

reductivismo
reductionism is incorrectly written and should be written as "reductionism, reductionism" being its meaning:<br>I think
that they wanted to say reductionism, though you could use reductionism, as reductive materialism is the philosophical
current. Reductionism is the philosophical approach according to which the reduction is necessary and sufficient to solve
various problems of knowledge. Since the reduction, an epistemic operation, you can practice on different objects, the
reductionist strategy constitutes, in fact, a set of gnoseológicas, methodological and ontological thesis about the
relationship between different ideas or scientific fields.

reductivo
It means that it reduces .  Relating to reduction .  That diminishes or dwarfs.  What a decrease.  Which can reduce or
diminish .  A process that is performed to reduce or diminish something. 

reducto
It is a small space where something is preserved or protected.  It may refer to customs, traditions or ideas that tend to
disappear or become disused.  It may also refer to a shelter of endangered or very rare animals.  Shelter, sanctuary. 
Group of people with very traditional or conservative ideas.  Military construction or construction to defend yourself. 

reduvio
In Entomology it is one of the common names of insects in the family Reduviidae.  It is the Spanishization of the term
reduvius, which means by flange.  They are also known as killer bed bugs, vinchucas or apothecaries.  They belong to
the genus Reduvius .  It means with rim or ledges on the edge.  Most are hematophageal and are vectors of dangerous
tropical diseases.

reejecucion
In accounting and auditing is an execution carried out by the Auditor, as part of the Internal Control of the entity. 



Expenses resulting from activities of Internal Control.

reeleyendo
reeleyendo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Re-reading" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
rereading. It means going back to read. Rereading is a turning point of re-reading.

reencariñar
Return to provide affection, Feel affection again.  Become fond again. 

reentrenar
It means training again, retraining.  Carry out a new stage of training in something, in order to reaffirm knowledge and
skills.  Practice. 

refajo
In Colombia it is a refreshing drink that is obtained by mixing beer, sweet soda and lemon drops.  Also sometimes
brandy is added.  It is used a lot to cure the hangover or guava or also as a companion in meals with many frying. 
Name of a garment worn by women on top of the petticoat. 

refácil
In Colombia it means too easy, too easy. 

referato
It means regarding arbitration.  Set of judges or referees of some sporting discipline (derived from the English word). 
Also in the academy is the process of reviewing and evaluating the works that will be presented in publications or
scientific journals. 

referenciado
It is a turning point of reference.  It means having as sample or example, that you have to watch or follow.  It means
relating, correlate, relate, narrate, approximate, compare.  It also means example, model, sample, objective look.

referidor
You are the person issuing a referral or recommendation about someone.  Person suggesting that someone should be
accepted or cared for. 

referil
It means relative to the referendum.  Related to arbitration or the activity of arbitrators or judges. 

referirse
It may be a turning point of reference.  It means action or effect of relate, narrate, count, explain, teach, explain, expose,
link, relate, link, bind, connect, detail.  Referencing.

referí
It is an Anglicism and means judge, arbitrator, the one who imparts justice.



refinado
It means pure, clean, neat, clean, delicate, precious.  It can also mean cult, distinguished, fine, polished, elegant. 
Inflection to refine, which means purify, debug.  Clean.

reflectir
It is a word of the Catalan language which means reflect, reflect and bounce.  Also, of the language Portuguese, which
means reflect, ruminate, examine.

reflectiva
It means that it reflects light. That it bounces.

reflectivos
It means they reflect the light.  Materials that have the quality of reflecting light, in low luminosity conditions.  It is a class
of warnings that are made with materials of a special technology called retroreflection, which allows to perceive its
contents when there is low luminosity.  They are materials that glow in the dark when they have contact with light. 
Reflective Plural .

reflejarse
It means manifest, reveal, show, evidence.  See or displayed on a shiny surface or on a mirror.  Reflect, glow, flashing.

refletivo
The correct term is reflective, with C.  It means it causes or emits reflections.  It means that it reflects, that it causes in
the bounce or to return some kind of radiation.

reflexología
They are a series of specific massages by applying pressure on hands or feet and that aim to relax.   It serves to cure
stress. 

reforestador
He is the person who planted trees where a forest was once cut down.  It recovers the forested cover of a land by
planting trees.  Reforestar is to plant trees where a forest once existed.

refractario
It means a person who does not fulfill his duties or obligations.  Who does not keep his promises or commitments.  That
opposes idea, that does not change ideas or customs.  Persistent, rebellious, tenacious, stubborn.  That it is resistant to
the action of fire or heat and that it does not change its shape. 

refracte
It is a word derived from refract. Means to change the direction of a ray of light when it affects or falls obliquely and
passes from one medium to another of different density. Deviation of the light as it passes through layers of different
densities. Refraction.

refrán
It is a popular type of maxim, which with simple words has a high content.  That said, adage, proverb, judgment.  Phrase
that teaches a lot.



refregarse
It is the action of rubbing some part of the body with insistence.  Rubbing, washing, cleaned, scrubbed, scrubbing,
rubbing it, scraping, polishing, massage.

refrenar
It is the action of restraining someone something that is furious.  Calm down, stop, hold, stop, suppress, moderate.

refriega
It is an inflection of scrubbing.  In Colombia it means scrubbing, cleaning, sanding, filing, scrub, scrub.  It is also
synonymous with rina, fight, fight, Brawl.

refugir
refugir is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Shun" being its meaning:<br>This word is not in the Spanish
language. It is the Portuguese language and means shy away from.

refulgente
It means that it sparkles, shines, cause a glare.  Radiant, bright, shining, brilliant, notorious, gladly.

refulgir
It means light, shine.  Relumbrar, look, fulgurar, shine, Flash, light, light.

refundir
In Colombia it means losing one thing among others because of the disorder.  It also means straying, forgetting,
confusing.  It is an anonymity to find, to find, to discover.

refunfuñar
In Colombia it means protesting, disobeying, rezoning, resisting to obey, to rebel.  It means protesting between teeth,
mumbling, whispering, rumoring, snarling, squaring.  Do something with displeasure, protesting, strolling. 

refunfuño
It means protest, murmur, rumor, whisper, growl, grumbling.  Action or effect of grumbing .  It means mumbling,
protesting between teeth, mumbling, whispering, rumoring, grunting, grumbling.  Something that is done with
displeasure, protesting, grumbing. 

refunfuñón
Person who grumbles.  person who demonstrates his anger with snorts and emitting grunts or noises.  Resongon,
grumpy, masculon, masculinator, buffoon.

refusilar
It means flashing or very followed Ray glares.  Blink, Flash, relumbrar.  Electrical storm.

regados
It means scattered, separated, scattered, scattered.  It can also mean wet, sprayed, wet.  Watering inflection which
means spraying, wetting, moistening, separating, spreading, scattering.  In Colombia watered, it also means far behind,



of last in a competition, coleros. 

regaliz
It is one of the common names of a tree that is also known as liquorice, orosus, paloduz, liquorice.  It is one of the
seasonings for very old use.  Its scientific name is Glycyrrhiza glabra and belongs to the fabaceae family.  

regañado
It is an inflection of scolding.  In Colombia it is to make a claim with included speech, give refrain, rebuke, chide,
admonish, criticize, decry, lecturing, upbraid, fight.

regar
It means scattering, spreading, spilling, scattering, splashing.  It can also mean spraying, moistening, wetting, soaking,
irrigating, impregnating. 

regate
It means deception, despising, fint, drible, amago or amague.  It is a play in various sports where a player who advances
or attacks, manages to deceive and dodge his opponent. 

regenerarse
It is the recovery of a healthy and stable state, after having suffered from the evil influence of drugs or alcohol.  It is to
eliminate all kinds of habits or vices that are harmful to the body and health.  Rehabilitated, restore, recover, amend,
correct, claim, overcome.

reggaetonero
In Spanish, it is more suitable reguetonero.  Singer who is dedicated to performing or composing regueton. 

regimiento
It means battalion, military garrison.  Army, troop, militia.  A group of people or animals that together cause an uproar
and get ready to perform a common activity.  Military unit under the command of a commander or colonel. 

regina
Regina is a name of Latin origin woman and means Queen.

regio
It stands out for its high quality.  Relating to the king, queen or royalty.  In Colombia it means magnificent, excellent,
sumptuous.  Big, real. 

region política
political region is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Region policy" being its meaning:<br>In Colombia Region
policy is the same as Electoral District. It is the region in which you can vote for a particular candidate or group of
candidates. Geographic area that limits the concentration of the electorate. Political Division for voting.

regir
It means to command, to give orders, to govern, to direct, to exercise authority or the gift of command.  Drive. 



reglero
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Famous brand of biscuits of Zamora, Spain.

regocijaron
It is an inflection of rejoice. It means rejoice, rejoice, they were filled with joy, joy, joy, joy, enthusiasm.

regocijo
It means immense joy.  Fuss, joy, joy, joy, animation, jolgorio, party, celebration.

regodeón
In Colombia, gloating or gloating is used.  It means you claim for everything and you don't settle in any way.  Person
who gloats a lot.  Non-conforming, disgruntled.  Very difficult person to please or please.  It may also mean that you
delight, please or rejoice in other people's evil.  The word is derived from gaudium in Latin which means joy, joy,
rejoicing.

regoldar
It is the action of burping.  Which means regurgitation, burping, releasing or emitting gas product of poor digestion or
fullness through the mouth. 

regoldo
It is a way of calling the common beech ( Fagus sylvatica-Family Fagaceae ) or wild chestnut ( Castanea sativa-Family
Fagaceae ).  It also means belching.

regordete
It means plump, fleshy, fat, thick, stubby.

regret xit
It is a term that was invented, to determine those supporters of the Brexit, who want to opt out of having voted in favour
in England.  Return, reverse or withdraw from the Brexit.

regrupar
The correct term is regrouping.  It means gathering, return to form a single group.

regueldo
The correct term is regüeldo.  It means belching, burping action.  Regurgitation, regurgitation. 

reguetonera
Person or woman who likes reggaeton .  Relative to that musical genre. 

regular
It means that it does not change, that does not vary.

regulatorio



It means establishing standards or rules governing certain behavior.  It means regulated, legislated, ordered, prescribed,
estatuido, legal, regulated, regulated, normatizado.

regüeldo
It means belching, burping action.  Regurgitation, regurgitation.   Action or effect of regoldar . 

rehén
Person who is held against his will, in order to blackmail, make demand or kidnap her.  Prisoner, withheld, abducted,
kidnapped, garment, bond, guarantee.

rehidratación
It means hydrating again, rehydrizing.  It is a process by which it is intended to recover the water lost during a prolonged
exercise and that requires hydration from time to time. 

rehilete
It means garapulo, dart, arrow, banderilla, skewer, skewer.  A small arrow or dart thrown at a target or bullseye.  Sharp
element used in bullfighting, banderilla. 

rehusar
It means not accepting, not wanting or not wanting something.  Reject something.  Evade, decline, avoid, shun,
repudiate, deny. 

rehusarse
Refusing to do or execute anything.  Evade, decline, shun, avoid. 

reiki
It's a Word in Japanese.  It is a type of therapy invebnated by the Japanese Mikao Usui and basicmnete consists of the
imposition of hands.  It's also called a therapeutic touch. 

reimpulsar
It means pushing again.  Help someone or something to get them back on impulse.  Promote, promote.  Help someone
or something to pick up the momentum they were carrying and was losing. 

reina
King's Consort.  Woman who rules in a kingdom or monarchy.  Sovereign, ruler.  In Colombia, pretty woman.  Inflection
to reign, which means to rule, to command.  In Colombia Reina, it is a surname of Spanish origin and the name of a bird.
 Name of a Spanish municipality in the Province of Badajoz .

reincidencia
It means repetition of a misdemeanor or crime.  Committing a fault or crime on more than one occasion. 

reincidente
It means that it reoffends.  Who recommits the same offense or the same crime.  That repeats in a mistake or crime. 
Undisciplined, protervo, contumaz. 



reincorporado
It means returns to be coupled to the Corporation or entity after a short time out. Reenganchado, reinstated.

reinfección
It means new infection, re-infecting an infectious disease. 

reino monera
Kingdom monera is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Mónera" being its meaning:<br>It is defined as the
Kingdom of microscopic organisms that inhabit all environments and that are composed of a single cell without defined
nucleus, also called Prokaryote. Hardly used today. Includes Archaea and bacteria.

reinscripciones
It is a term used to denote that it will make a new batch ( new period ) registration or that those who had registered
should do so again.

reintroducir
You want to re-enter , re-enter . 


